Abstract. Strong final-state interactions create a pronounced cusp in η ′ → ηπ 0 π 0 decays. We adapt and generalize the non-relativistic effective field theory framework developed for the extraction of ππ scattering lengths from K → 3π decays to this case. The cusp effect is predicted to have an effect of more than 8% on the decay spectrum below the π + π − threshold.
Introduction
In the last few years, the investigation of the cusp effect in the decay K + → π 0 π 0 π + has become one of the most precise methods to extract S-wave pion-pion scattering lengths from experiment [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Very loosely speaking, the cusp in the invariant mass spectrum of the π 0 π 0 pair is generated by the decay K + → π + π + π − followed by charge-exchange rescattering π + π − → π 0 π 0 , plus the fact that the pion mass difference shifts the π + π − threshold into the physical region (see also [7] ). What makes this channel particularly apt for an investigation of the cusp, apart from the enormous statistics collected by the NA48/2 collaboration [3] , is the significantly larger branching fraction of K + → π + π + π − compared to K + → π 0 π 0 π + , such that the perturbation of the decay spectrum of the latter is very sizeable. This is in marked contrast to two other decays that have been studied subsequently and that display, in principle, cusp structures generated by the same mechanism: K L → 3π 0 [2, 4, 8, 9] , and η → 3π 0 [8, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In both of these, the weaker coupling to the charged-pion final state diminishes the cusp to a mere 1-2% effect on the decay spectrum.
In this respect, η ′ → ηπ 0 π 0 decays offer a more promising candidate for an alternative channel to study the cusp.
1 Indeed, in the isospin limit BR(η ′ → ηπ + π − ) = 2 BR(η ′ → ηπ 0 π 0 ), so one expects a sizeable effect on the π 0 π 0 decay spectrum. In this article, we adapt the nonrelativistic effective field theory (NREFT) formalism developed in [5, 6, 8 ] to these channels. Compared to K → 3π and η → 3π decays, there is a different "secondary" finalstate rescattering channel πη to take into account. In addition, the formalism has to be slightly amended for particles in the final state whose mass difference (M η − M π in this case) is not small. This study is very timely with 1 The cusp in this channel is briefly discussed in the framework of unitarized chiral perturbation theory in [15] .
regards to the upcoming high-statistics η ′ experiments at ELSA [16] , MAMI-C [17, 18] , WASA-at-COSY [19, 20] , KLOE-at-DAΦNE [21, 22] , or BES-III [23] , which are expected to increase the data basis on η ′ decays by orders of magnitude.
The outline of this article is as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the generalized non-relativistic effective field theory framework for η ′ → ηππ decays, define the necessary Lagrangians and perform the matching to Dalitz plot as well as ππ and πη threshold parameters. Furthermore, we comment on the effects of inelastic channels. In Sect. 3, we present the result for the decay amplitudes up to two loops, including radiative corrections. This section comprises the central result of this study and can be used in forthcoming experimental analyses of these decays. We turn around the argument and predict the size and specific shape of the cusp in Sect. 4. Our findings are summarized in Sect. 5.
NREFT for η ′ → ηππ
We consider the neutral and charged decay modes
The charged channel only serves as an "auxiliary mode" for the cusp analysis. The kinematical variables are defined in the usual way
We shall proceed along the lines of [5] to develop the modified non-relativistic Lagrangian framework for our calculation. It is set up in such a way that the results are manifestly covariant, with the correct analytic structure of the decay amplitude fully reproduced in the lowenergy region. A consistent power counting scheme can be constructed in a very similar manner to the one in [5, 8] : we introduce the formal non-relativistic parameter ǫ and count the pion and η 3-momenta (in the η ′ rest frame) as O(ǫ), the kinetic energies
, and the masses of the particles involved as O(1). Let us remark, however, that as opposed to the case of ππ-scattering, where the mass difference between the two scattering particles amounts to a small contribution in isospin breaking at maximum, for πη-scattering we count M η −M π = O(1). We will thus provide a Lagrangian framework that reproduces the low-energy expansion in a standard manner. As the momenta of the decay products can be larger than in K → 3π decays, it is not a priori clear how fast this non-relativistic expansion converges for η ′ → ηππ. In this sense, the approach is kin to traditional Dalitz plot parameterizations in terms of polynomials: one has to include as many terms as necessary to achieve a good description of the data, which we expect to provide with the number of terms given in the following.
The loop expansion using this non-relativistic Lagrangian framework produces a correlated expansion in ǫ and ππ as well as πη threshold parameters, which we denote summarily by a ππ and a πη , respectively, or by a in case we refer generically to both. Each two-particlerescattering increases the order of the loop contribution by aǫ [5] .
Non-relativistic Lagrangians
The full non-relativistic Lagrangian can be split up into separate parts describing the η ′ → ηππ tree amplitude and the ππ and πη final-state interactions:
The η ′ → ηππ Lagrangian up to O(ǫ 4 ) is given by a . The ellipsis again stands for higher-order terms in ǫ. We do not consider six-particle couplings, since their contribution to the amplitude is negligible (see Sect. 2.3).
Matching
We obtain the couplings of L η ′ by matching to the standard Dalitz plot distribution
where N is a normalization constant, and
and we have omitted a C-violating term ∝ x. The particle energies p 0 i in the η ′ rest frame are related to the invariants s i according to
For the charged channel we have to replace M π 0 → M π in (11) . Equation (10) is reproduced, up to higher orders in x, y, by the following polynomial amplitude:
from which one can obtain the matching to the coupling constants G i according to
In the isospin limit, the charged-channel couplings H i are related to the G i via H i = − √ 2G i (in the CondonShortley phase convention), which we will assume in the following.
The couplings C i , D i , E i , F i are obtained by matching to the effective range expansion of ππ and πη scattering. The partial wave decomposition of the ππ scattering amplitude is conventionally written as [24] T I (s, t) = 32π
where t I l (s) is the partial wave amplitude of angular momentum l and isospin I, P l (z) are the Legendre polynomials, and z = cos θ is the scattering angle in the centerof-mass system. Close to threshold of the pertinent channel, one can perform an expansion in the center-of-mass momentum q 
As only ππ S-waves are considered in the following, we will use the slightly simplified notation a 0 , a 2 for the S-wave scattering lengths of isospin 0 and 2, and similarly for the effective ranges b i and shape parameters f i . We use a definition of the πη threshold parameters strictly analogous to (15) , (16) , and denote the S-and Pwave scattering lengths and the S-wave effective range bȳ a 0 ,ā 1 , andb 0 . These quantities are modified compared to the more conventional parameterization used in πη scattering [25] ; our πη threshold parameters are related to the conventional ones a 
(17) We refrain from including the shape parameter of πη-scattering: its contribution is expected to be tiny, and the threshold parameters of πη-scattering are systematically smaller than those of ππ-scattering; c.f. Appendix B. Furthermore, even the leading threshold parameters of πη-scattering are not easy to come by within a sensible error range; see [26] and Appendix B. However, the inclusion of higher orders in the modified non-relativistic framework is straightforward and can be easily performed, should the threshold parameters be obtained to greater accuracy. We can fix the couplings of the non-relativistic Lagrangian by matching the amplitude of the effective theory to (16) . The ππ and πη Lagrangians generate the following tree amplitudes:
Re
The matching conditions can be simply read off: for ππ scattering we have [5, 8] 
and the matching conditions for the F i are identical to those for the D i with the replacements b i → f i /4. Isospin breaking in the S-wave scattering lengths has been taken into account at leading order in chiral perturbation theory [27] in (19) 
π , and N = 32π. For πη scattering we find
2.3 Six-particle vertices, inelastic channels
Six-particle interactions can be included in the modified non-relativistic framework by straightforward extension
where the ellipsis denotes terms with derivative couplings.
To give a rough estimate of the contribution to the neutral channel, we perform a threshold expansion for the diagram in Fig. 1 , which amounts to the application of the "classical" non-relativistic framework [28] . The real part is a constant (albeit divergent), which can be absorbed in a redefinition of the coupling G 0 and thus simply amounts to a change of the renormalization prescription. The imaginary part of the diagram is given by
(A) Fig. 2 . Contributions of the inelastic ρ 0 γ channel. The doubledashed line denotes the ρ 0 , the wiggly line a photon; otherwise, the line style is as in Fig. 1 .
We can give an estimate for F 0 by matching to chiral perturbation theory. At lowest order (assuming isospin symmetry), we find
where F π is the pion decay constant. The imaginary part of the diagram can be mimicked by allowing G 0 to have a small imaginary part. Numerically,
which is sufficiently small to assume the coupling constants of the non-relativistic Lagrangian to be real. One may also wonder about effects of the finite width of the η ′ , or the coupling to inelastic channels other than ηππ. One effect of the finite width is that the mass of the η ′ obtains an imaginary part; however, in view of
, this is still negligible if we aim at an overall accuracy at the percent level at best. The largest decay channel of the η ′ other than ηππ is ρ 0 γ [29] , which could contribute via the diagrams shown in Fig. 2 . The rescattering vertex in diagram (B) is anomalous, but there is no V V → ηπ 0 π 0 vertex in the Wess-Zumino-Witten Lagrangian [30, 31] , so we neglect this term. Diagram (A) leads to a complex wave-function renormalization factor Z, for which we find
This is therefore also an extremely small correction, which can furthermore be absorbed in an overall phase. We conclude that, for the purpose of this investigation, we can assume real coupling constants and neglect inelastic channels.
The decay amplitudes to two loops
We use the following decomposition of the amplitudes:
to underline that the tree amplitude of L η ′ →ηππ is modified by final-state interactions of one, two, etc. loops.
Tree amplitudes
The tree amplitudes are given by
where
One-loop amplitudes
For the one-loop amplitudes we find
with the one-loop function
and the polynomials
for the neutral channel, and The first one (A) is a simple product of one-loop functions, the second one (B) yields a more complicated analytic behavior. Here, the double line denotes the η ′ , while single lines stand generically for any of the particles in the final state η, π ± , and
for the charged channel. The following abbreviations have been used:
Note in particular that there are no higher orders in the πη mass difference omitted in the P-wave of πη scattering; with our Lagrangian definition of the P-wave operators, the formulae above are exact.
Two-loop amplitudes
The two-loop amplitudes contain diagrams of two distinct topologies; see Fig. 3 . We find the following: 
in the neutral channel, and
in the charged channel. The analytic form of the genuine two-loop function
. Due to the smallness of the πη rescattering effects, this is well justified.
Radiative corrections
In [6] , radiative corrections to K → 3π decays have been discussed in the framework of non-relativistic effective field theory. The results obtained there for the decay channels K L → 3π 0 and K L → π + π − π 0 can be adapted immediately to η ′ → ηππ decays, so we only quote the final formulae and refer to [6] for the derivation.
In the neutral decay η ′ → ηπ 0 π 0 , no "external" radiative corrections exist. The leading electromagnetic contributions (of O(a ππ log ǫ)) are due to virtual-photon exchange inside a charged-pion loop; see Fig. 4 . These become important very close to threshold, as they modify the analytic structure near the cusp by adding a logarithmic singularity to the square-root-like behavior. The diagram in Fig. 4 can be taken into account by the following replacement of the charged-pion one-loop function:
As η ′ → ηπ + π − only serves as the "auxiliary channel" in the cusp analysis, only radiative corrections of O(e 2 a 0 ) are considered, hence we neglect photon exchange inside loops. The external photon corrections, comprising virtual-photon exchange as well as real-photon radiation up to a maximal photon energy E * , can be subsumed in the correction factor Ω C (s 3 , E * ) that multiplies the decay spectrum, which is given in the soft-photon approximation by
To the accuracy considered here, dΓ int /ds 3 is the η ′ → ηπ + π − decay spectrum without photon corrections. See [6] for the more elaborate result without the soft-photon approximation.
Prediction of the cusp
In the previous section, we have given the representation of the η ′ → ηππ decay amplitudes to two-loop order in terms of a set of coupling constants G i , H i , as well as ππ and πη threshold parameters. In order to extract the ππ scattering length combination a 0 −a 2 , one would have to fit the latter together with the couplings G i (and possibly even H i if one wishes to relax the assumption on isospin conservation in the polynomial terms) to experimental data. Here we wish to predict the cusp in η ′ → ηπ 0 π 0 . For this purpose, we first have to fix parameters.
The ππ scattering lengths and effective ranges are set to the theoretical values a 0 = 0.220 ± 0.005, a 2 = −0.0444 ± 0.0010, b 0 = (0.276 ± 0.006
π [32] , and the shape parameters f 0 , f 2 to 0. There is no experimental information on the πη threshold parameters, and, as discussed in Appendix B, theoretical constraints from chiral perturbation theory are not very restrictive. We will therefore discuss the uncertainties induced by this lack of knowledge by varying these parameters in the rangesā 0 = (0 . . .
π . We find however (in agreement with [33] ) that the effects of the P-waveā 1 are absolutely negligible (about two orders of magnitude smaller than the changes induced by the variation in the πη S-wave shown in the following), and therefore setā 1 = 0 in the sequel.
There is no very precise information on the η ′ → ηππ Dalitz plot parameters. We will use the central values (without errors) of the most recent determinations done by the VES collaboration for the charged channel [34] , which, adjusting the normalization to the neutral decay, read a = −0.133, b = −0.116, d = −0.094. We have checked using rather different older data on the neutral channel (a = −0.116, b = d = 0 [35] ) that, while the overall Dalitz plot distribution of course looks very different, all statements about the cusp behavior hold in exactly the same way. We only discuss normalized decay spectra, setting N = 1.
The decay spectrum dΓ/ds 3 for η ′ → ηπ 0 π 0 is calculated by
which we normalize by the phase space factor
In Fig. 5 we display the normalized decay spectrum Π −1 (s 3 )dΓ/ds 3 for η ′ → ηπ 0 π 0 , with the coupling constants G i , H i matched to the VES Dalitz plot parameters directly according to (14) . The cusp effect is prominently visible below the charged-pion threshold and amounts to a reduction of the decay spectrum up to around 10%. Furthermore, the final-state interaction reduces the spectrum for large s 3 by about 5%, largely due to ππ rescattering. The effects generated by varying πη threshold parameters (as seen by the gray band in Fig. 5 ) are moderate, but particularly small in the cusp region. We remark that the sign of the cusp is fixed by (approximate) isospin symmetry, Fig. 5 that the amplitude does not reproduce the experimental Dalitz plot parameters any more -they are renormalized by the final-state interactions. We therefore re-adjust the tree-level couplings such that the full amplitude squared (10) yields the VES parameters. The renormalized tree-level parameters, according to (14) Fig. 6 . We see that the full result follows the tree-level spectrum closely except for small deviations close to the kinematic limits, and the prominent cusp below the π + π − threshold. The uncertainty band due to πη scattering has shrunk to a very narrow line: the effects of the third-particle rescattering can be absorbed to a large extent in a redefinition of the polynomial part.
It is obvious from
Integrating the spectrum in the region 4M
π , we find that the cusp reduces the number of events in that region with respect to the tree distribution (or no ππ rescattering) by more than 8%, compared to about 13% in K + → π 0 π 0 π + (see e.g. [36] ), or less than 2% in η → 3π 0 [11] . In Fig. 7 we zoom in further into the cusp region to investigate the expected two-loop cusp above threshold. We plot the decay spectrum, with the tree spectrum subtracted, shifted to 0 at threshold, Fig. 7 . Difference between full and tree decay rate dΓ /ds3 in the cusp region, divided by the phase space, and shifted to 0 at s3 = 4M 2 π . Note that the scale above the cusp has been increased by a factor of 10.
We increase the scale above threshold by a factor of 10. Obviously the two-loop cusp (above threshold) is highly suppressed compared to the one-loop cusp (below threshold). One would expect the two-loop cusp effect to be smaller than the one generated by one-loop diagrams, as it is suppressed by another power in ππ or πη threshold parameters; however, a suppression by more than two orders of magnitude may seem surprising at first. The explanation for this observation can be found resorting to the threshold theorem [1, 5, 6] : in the direct vicinity of the π + π − threshold, one can parameterize the amplitude (up to three loops, in the absence of photons) as
where the real parameters α i , α
below threshold, where "reg." denotes polynomial (nonsingular) terms in the vicinity of s 3 = 4M 2 π , and (42) above threshold. The threshold theorem states that the coefficients α ′ i are proportional to M C in the appropriate kinematics,
where the factor of proportionality includes the ππ charge- Fig. 8 . Difference between full and tree decay rate dΓ /ds3 in the cusp region, divided by the phase space. The dashed band is without, the full band with radiative corrections. The latter displays the logarithmic singularity at threshold; compare (35) .
exchange scattering length, while obviously
In the isospin limit α i ∝ − √ 2α ′ i+1 and, according to (42), the two-loop effects on the cusp would exactly cancel. Numerically, we find with our set of parameters
which leads to a suppression of the two-loop cusp by about a factor of 250. Incidentally, (41) also allows to estimate the effect of three-loop (or O(a 3 )) contributions to the cusp, which do not vanish in the isospin limit. We find that O(a 3 ) terms ought to reduce the leading O(a) cusp by about 0.5%. Therefore we conclude that, unlike in K + → π 0 π 0 π + decays, where two-loop contributions are an essential ingredient to the proper theoretical description of the amplitude in the threshold region, the cusp in η ′ → ηπ 0 π 0 is entirely dominated by the leading O(a) rescattering effects.
Finally, we briefly comment on the effect of the radiative corrections discussed in Sect. 3.4. Figure 8 shows the cusp region similarly to Fig. 7 , with and without the replacement (35) . While the logarithmic singularity at threshold is visible, the effect becomes very small away from s 3 = 4M 2 π . These corrections clearly only matter in experimental analyses with very high resolution and statistics.
Summary and conclusion
In this article, we have generalized the formalism of nonrelativistic effective field theory to describe the analytic structure, and in particular the cusp effect, in η ′ → ηππ decays. We have shown how to construct an effective Lagrangian that reproduces the next-to-leading threshold parameters (effective range, P-wave scattering length) in πη scattering, and derived the decay amplitudes up to two loops, including O(
. These amplitudes are the central result of our investigation, and ought to be employed in future precision studies of the η ′ → ηππ Dalitz plot. Invoking theoretical information on the coupling constants involved, we have also predicted the size of the cusp effect, and shown that it reduces the decay spectrum below the charged-pion threshold by more than 8%. This is a much more sizeable effect than e.g. in η → 3π 0 decays. Approximate isospin symmetry dictates that the cusp of O(a 2 ) above threshold is strongly suppressed, and three-loop effects can be estimated to yield a correction below 1%. Therefore the threshold singularity in η ′ → ηπ 0 π 0 is determined to very high precision by the leading O(a) rescattering effect. Experimental verifications of these predictions at various laboratories [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] are eagerly awaited. 
A The two-loop function
The analytic representation of the two-loop formula is given as [8] 
B πη threshold parameters πη scattering has been calculated up to O(p 4 ) in chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) in [25] . We use the form quoted in [37] for the expansion near threshold. The scattering lengths a πη 0 and a πη 1 are discussed extensively in [26] .
The S-wave πη scattering length to O(p 4 ) is given by
where we have made use of the Gell-Mann-Okubo relation 4M
corrections.ā 0 can be related to the I = 2 ππ scattering length
2 All πη threshold parameters are given in the isospin limit. Note that isospin breaking in πη at tree level only affects the scattering length at O((mu − m d )
2 ) and is therefore negligible; there are no electromagnetic effects at that order.
As the ππ scattering amplitude in SU(3) only depends on the linear combination 2L r 1 + L 3 [37] , it is obvious that one cannot formulate low-energy theorems forb 0 andā 1 in terms of ππ threshold parameters (or πK scattering lengths [39] consists in estimating the combined errors, as the various uncertainties for the low-energy constants are strongly correlated. The errors quoted in Table 1 are obtained by naive error propagation, neglecting any correlations; we consider the uncertainties thus obtained significantly overestimated. In the case ofā 0 , we also use the lowenergy theorem (B.3), with ∆a 2 0 = 0.0012 ± 0.0010 [32] , ∆ GMO = 0.196, and ∆ F = 0.193 ± 0.006 [29] . Table 1 shows the results forā 0 ,b 0 ,ā 1 thus obtained; in the cases ofā 0 andā 1 , these are consistent with the findings in [26] . The conclusion is that chiral symmetry does not make very precise predictions for the πη threshold parameters. The next-to-leading order corrections forā 0 can be as large as the current-algebra value, the magnitude of the effective range is very badly constrained, and not even the sign is fixed forā 1 . For numerical evaluation in the main text, we decide to vary the πη threshold parameters in the ranges a 0 = (0 . . . π . We consider these reasonable, although not the most conservative limits possible. They comprise the values given in [25] and most of the parameter ranges discussed in [26] .
To put these numbers into perspective, Table 1 also shows the ππ threshold parameters [32] for the different physical channels (corrected for tree-level isospin breaking in the S-wave scattering lengths [27] ), in the same units. The errors are approximate only and, in case of the S-waves, propagated from the dominant I = 0 threshold parameters. The comparison demonstrates that, even within a large uncertainty range, πη scattering in general is much weaker than ππ scattering and should therefore have far less influence on the decay properties of η ′ → ηππ via final-state interactions. We furthermore remark that a simple unitarization model [42] (that reproduces the a 0 (980) resonance within reasonable accuracy) indicates that the πη phase stays below 5
• in the range up to √ s ≤ M η ′ − M π 0 ≈ 823 MeV, therefore the influence of the a 0 (980) resonance is not yet severe and the effective range expansion still applicable.
